EXPERIENCE THE POWER
OF TEAMWORK IN YOUR
BUSINESS
Accelerate your journey to a digital teamwork
experience with Microsoft Teams

UNDERSTAND, ASSESS, DEPLOY, SCALE

DELIVERING BUSINESS VALUE

Modality Systems Teams Accelerator is a framework of
services designed to fast-track the planning, deployment
and successful adoption of Microsoft Teams across your
organisation by combining people, process and technology
considerations.

UNDERSTAND

Teams Accelerator helps you get the most out of Microsoft
Teams - providing expert guidance to swiftly uncover the true
value this single hub for teamwork can deliver across your
organisation.

What Microsoft Teams and the wider Microsoft
Office 365 suite has to offer.

IDENTIFY

The specific areas where Microsoft Teams can
add value in your organisation.

ADDRESS

Cultural and operational barriers to ensure
smooth and swift adoption.

People

SIMPLIFY

Enterprise wide deployment using a best practice
approach.
Goal:
Change or drive a
different business
outcome

INCREASE

Performance and team collaboration with the
adoption of a single hub for teamwork.

SPEED
Technology

Business

To value with a user centric approach.

Modality Systems Teams Accelerator Services help you
get the most out of Microsoft Teams - providing expert
guidance to swiftly uncover the true value this single
hub for teamwork can deliver across your organisation.
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ACCELERATING SPEED TO VALUE
Designed for organisations that recognise and want to embrace the true value of collaboration, Teams Accelerator
services bring people, process and technology together to make it happen. This proven approach - evaluating
individual user, team and enterprise communications & collaboration needs against strategic business goals addresses the under-utilisation of applications within the Office 365 toolkit and provides the platform for the
enterprise wide adoption of Microsoft Teams.

KEY SERVICES INCLUDED
Teams Accelerator Discovery Workshop. A great starting point to
provide clear and pragmatic insights into the business value
of, and operational considerations for, a successful Microsoft
Teams deployment.
Teams Accelerator Envisioning Workshop. A consulting led
engagement to envision how Microsoft Teams will fit
within your organisation, uncover high value use cases and
provide an actionable plan for the technical deployment and
enablement best practices.
Teams Accelerator Pilot. A fully-managed pilot programme for
up to three use cases to show business value and provide an
opportunity to test and evaluate the adoption, governance
and management elements required for an enterprise wide
roll out.

Teams
Discovery

Teams
Success

Teams
Envisioning

Teams
Pilot

Teams Accelerator Success Service. An ongoing managed service
that grows with your business, providing insights and analysis
on adoption and usag, automated bots for driving adoption
and avoiding sprawl, as well as monthly reviews on usage
to measure success and identify continuous improvement
initiative. Also have optional add-ons for user help services,
change management support and diagnostics.

BUILDING CONFIDENCE
Teams Accelerator services combine the learnings and experiences gained from delivering communications &
collaboration services in over 100 countries, for more than 1000 organisations, and over 5 million people. Today,
as the world’s largest dedicated Microsoft communications practice, Modality Systems has the skills and expertise
to help you navigate the complexities of a Microsoft Teams deployment - maintaining control, reducing costs and
driving adoption.
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